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Translator: Giko 

 

Mumonkan Case Three 
Gutei’s Finger 

translated by  R.H. Blyth 
 

 Whatever he was asked about Zen, Gutei simply stuck up one finger.  At one time he had 
an acolyte, whom a visitor asked, “What is the essential point of your master’s teaching?”  The 
boy just stuck up one finger.  Hearing of this, Gutei cut off his finger with a knife.  As the boy ran 
out of the room screaming with pain, Gutei called to him.  When he turned round his head, Gutei 
stuck up one finger.  The boy suddenly became enlightened. 
 When Gutei was about to die, he said to the assembled monks, “I received this 
one-finger-Zen from Tenryu.  I used it all my life, but did not exhaust it.”  When he had finished 
saying this, he entered into his eternal rest. 
 
 

Over the past three days I have been talking about all sorts of things, in order to prepare 

you, in order to help you find the correct attitude to approach giving an answer to this koan 

yourself.   

The point of this koan is to express the essential principle of Zen which recognizes that we 

have two sorts of selves.  In Zen we talk about the true self.  And when we say the true self, we 

mean just that, that there is a true self.  If we recognize a true self, then there must be a false 

self, and there is.  There is a false self, a temporary self, a self of upaya, a self of skillful means, 

an “I am” self.  In Tathagata Zen especially, we strongly assert that in order to experience your 

true self, you have to throw away your “I am,” temporary self.  This koan shows just how difficult 

it is to throw away the “I am” self.  It seems to be an extremely difficult thing to do, to throw 

away this “I am” self.  For people who really just do not know that there is another self, another 
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self that is not your “I am” self, that there is a true self, it is a very frightening thing to throw away 

your “I am” self.  And even for people who intellectually understand this fundamental principle, 

that there is a true self that is not your temporary, imperfect, “I am” self, if you are attached to 

your “I am” self it is still very frightening to throw it away.  No matter how you look at it, if you 

look at it from the future world, or the past world, or from the world of the present moment, it 

seems it is very, extremely difficult to do this activity of throwing our “I am” selves away. 

Five or six days ago I performed a wedding ceremony at Mount Baldy, and taking that 

wedding as an example, you can very clearly see the principle I am trying to explain.  Everybody 

knows how frightening a wedding is.  Everybody knows that whether you are a participant, or 

the person giving the ceremony, it is very frightening.  Of course when we think of marriage we 

think that it is a happy thing, but there is another side.  As we all know there are many people 

that do not meet happiness.  They end up meeting bitterness and sadness.   

When I was teaching in Japan I performed three or four marriage ceremonies there too.  

In Japan, already, people were calling me, “A match-maker Osho,” and when I came to America 

this title followed me over here.  I do not really care what people call me.  One thing about 

weddings, though, (And I do not know if this happens in America, it probably does happen here in 

America sometimes too, but in Japan it happens often, in Japan it is usual), after the wedding is 

over, and the bride and groom leave the room, suddenly the mother is overwhelmed, and she 

thinks, “Now they are really gone!”  Then she cries.  Of course many people cry at funerals, but 

people cry at weddings too, and so in the end, weddings and funerals are not so different from 

each other. 

What does it really mean that mothers come to tears at the end of wedding ceremonies?  

If you are young, and you are thinking about marriage, you should deeply consider what story is 

being told through this.  The mothers, in this case, have all experienced being in the situation of 

having to do the activity in which their “I am” self must become an “I am” self that is not them.  

Women have a more intimate experience of this.  Women are very keenly and poignantly aware 
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that marriage means that the “I am” self must become a self that is other then itself.  Maybe the 

reason why the mother of the bride cries at weddings so often, is because she knows that from 

that day forward, her daughter must do that same activity of becoming a self that is not her self, 

and she knows the bitterness of that experience. 

The groom, on the other hand, does not seem to take much notice of the people crying at 

the ceremony.  It is as if he thinks he is the great general, the great shogun, who has just won a 

battle, and is carrying off his victory prize.  He takes his new bride, and leaves.  I wonder how 

the bride feels?  This kind of wedding day is probably a bitter experience for her too. (Translator 

asks for clarification).  Of course you do not understand this!  In Japan these days young people 

also do not understand!  On her wedding day the bride is pure and innocent.  So she will think 

to herself, “Starting today I will be in the situation of having to become a self who is not my self.”  

And this will make her feel lonely.  So she may end up crying in the same way as her mother is 

crying.  Maybe these days, because they have already had this experience before they have 

gotten married they do not need to cry on their wedding day.  These days the brides have 

already done their crying, before hand, so they do not need to cry on the day of the wedding. 

A Woman often thinks, that even though she might love a man, and he her, it is not a good 

time to get married, or even to have a relationship with each other.  Men seem incapable of 

understanding this.  Men tend to think, ‘We love each other, so what is the problem?  Let’s just 

have a relationship now,’ but women cannot think about it so simplistically.  This might just be 

my own fabrication, my own imagination.  Young women might listen to my talk and say, “Roshi, 

it is not like that at all.  We do not have to cry, or be sad in these sorts of situations.”  This may 

be the difference between modern ways of thinking and older ways of thinking.  I suppose that 

means that it is not necessary for old folks like me to enter the world of the young.  But, anyway, 

from my old person’s point of view, it seems to me that the more pure a woman is, the more 

likely it is she will shed tears on her wedding day.  And not just women who are pure and 

innocent, but also women that are not pure, but are wanting to become pure, will cry for their 
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husbands on their wedding day.  There is nothing, truly, more beautiful than a woman when she 

is crying. 

This koan is, in fact, a very difficult one, because the principle it is trying to talk about is 

this principle of the necessity of coming to tears.  If you are a pure person, or if you are not a 

pure person, but are striving to be pure, in both of those situations you will come to need to cry.  

This, very difficult thing, is what this koan is talking about.   

This need to cry does not only concern women.  Men, too, if they have manifested the 

wisdom that understands good and evil, and if they are striving, even if they are a bad person, to 

become a good person, they will need to cry.  If you are a man who understands this point of 

view, then it will be impossible for you to remain un-crying when you approach this koan.  You 

will have to cry, too. 

As I said, Tathagata Zen says we have two selves, the true self and the temporary self.  

But why is that?  Tathagata Zen further says that if you want to truly say it correctly, you should 

not say that we have two selves.  You should say we have three selves.  No matter how many 

selves you say that we have, if you attach to any of those selves, then it becomes nearly 

impossible to get rid of that self. 

What is your self?  Whether it is the true self, or the false self-the temporary self, what is 

your self?  

When was it that you came to do the function of consciousness, the function of knowing 

that recognized a self?  When did you first have self consciousness?  You are all very smart, and 

I am sure that if you contemplate this question some of you will think, “I think I was around three 

when I first manifested the sort of consciousness that recognized the self,” and others will think, 

“I’m not sure how old I was, but there must have been a time when I did not do that activity, and 

then a time I did do that activity.”   

Buddhism says that if you simply unquestioningly accept that you do the function of 

knowing, then you will never be able to really understand the nature of your self.   
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Buddhism says that every existent being that comes into being will have a time when it 

manifests the function of consciousness, the function of knowing, but just as undoubtedly every 

existence will grow up to the point where it does not need to do knowing, or consciousness 

anymore.   

Everyone is born under certain conditions, and we are born from somewhere.  And 

similarly everyone will come to die, and when you die it is under certain specific conditions that 

you die.  Most people, all of you folks probably, do not really know the conditions under which 

you are born, and the conditions under which you die.  And you also do not even know the 

conditions under which the function of consciousness comes into being, and the conditions under 

which the function of consciousness goes out of being.  But even though you are completely 

ignorant of those things, you feel perfectly fine in unquestioningly asserting that “I am” self, that 

you know nothing about.   

Buddhism says that without manifesting the wisdom that clearly knows why you were 

born, and why you die, and also manifesting the wisdom that knows the origin of knowing, and 

the origin of consciousness, you can never really find peace of mind, or true satisfaction.  Even if 

you succeed in becoming a great person, and feel very proud of your success, that is not going to 

be true satisfaction or true tranquility.  As I always tell you, according to Buddhism it is necessary 

for us to find salvation and liberation, but Buddhism further, very strictly, reminds us, that it is 

impossible to find satisfaction, or salvation, or liberation, without manifesting the wisdom that 

knows how knowing itself comes into being, and then goes out of being.   

Whether you look at it from heaven, or earth, whether you look at it from the present, or 

the future, or the past, to really see deeply into the nature of what it means to be a person is not 

easy.  Zen teaching says that it is only when you can really catch the wisdom for yourself that 

knows the nature of your self, and knows the nature of this cosmos that we all live in together, it 

is only by catching that kind of wisdom that you can find peace of mind.  And so there is no way 

around recognizing that doing Zen practice is not easy.   
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From the old days, Zen practitioners themselves have judged the practice of Zen to be 

difficult, and they said that it is not necessary for just anybody to practice Zen.  Most people do 

not have the time to study or practice Zen.  The people who should really practice and study Zen 

are the leaders of this world.  When I say leaders, of course, the first thing that comes to mind 

would be politicians, and also people who teach in school must be leaders.  Those are the kinds 

of people we need to study Zen.   

What is it we have to begin with when we try to study the nature of the self?  What is it 

we have to first teach?   

I think that when you look at education in general, the kind of education that you all 

received in kindergarten and in elementary school, is far more advanced than the kind of 

education that I received.  When I was really young the teachers taught us just as if they were 

our mothers.  The teacher would hold up some object, such as a flower.  The teacher would 

hold it up in front of the class, and say, “Flower,” and the students would repeat, “Flower,” and 

the teacher would then be very happy at our progress, and say, “Good, that’s right!”  I 

remember, the teacher would hold up the branch of a pine tree, and say, “Pine tree.  The branch 

of a pine tree,” and we would repeat “Pine tree.  The branch of a pine tree.”  And she would be 

very overjoyed by our success, saying, “Yes, very good!”    I remember that I was just six years 

old.  I was the smallest kid in the class when I first went to elementary school, and the teacher 

was a woman.  The teacher then pretended to be a cat, and said, “Meow,” and we would all 

imitate her, and say, “Meow” back, and she would say, “Yes, exactly right.”  Or she would say, 

“Woof, woof!” and we would all imitate her, “Woof, woof!”  And she would smile with joy and 

say, “Yes, just like that !  Very good.”  She gave us many examples, one after the next, but that 

sort of teaching did not last an entire semester.  She probably only taught in that way for about a 

month, if I remember correctly.   

Somebody here today, when he was young, now he is not young anymore, but when he 

was young he was an elementary school teacher.  He should know about what sort of 
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educational methods are used in elementary school, so you should ask him about it.   

The next thing my teacher did, is she would stand in front of us students, and she would 

hit herself on the hand, and say, “Ouch!”  She would hit herself, and poke herself, and make a 

grimacing face, and say, “Ouch, ouch, it hurts, it hurts.”  I don’t know what is taught in American 

elementary schools, but when I was a kid this is what was taught to me.  Then she would call a 

student to the front of the class, “Come here!”  And when he got there she would say, “Try to hit 

me.”  But of course the student could not hit the teacher.  The student would be too shy to hit 

the teacher, but she would encourage us, and say, “Go ahead, it is okay, you can hit me,” and so 

there was nothing that we could do, we just, “Whap” hit her, and then she would give us her 

response, “Ouch, that hurts!”  Then, oppositely the teacher would take the hand of the student, 

and really squeeze, and then the student would end up saying, “Hey, teacher, that hurts!  

Ouch!”  Of course, each time she taught us any of these things she would go to the blackboard, 

and write the character for it, ‘Flower, bird, dog, pine tree, cat, it hurts, ouch,’ and so forth.  

Then time passed, and it was the second semester, and the plot thickened.  Then the 

teacher would ask more difficult questions: “Remember when I taught you ’it hurts?’  When I 

said ‘It hurts’ was I standing, or was I sitting?  Where was I?”  She would say, “When you fall 

down on the ground, you cry, and you say,  ‘Ouch, it hurts,’ but when you are crying after having 

fallen down, where are you?  Were you in your mother’s lap?  Where were you when you 

cried?”  This is the kind of difficult teaching that I remember having been given.   

I think for you folks, nowadays, those sorts of questions would be difficult.  The reason I 

am certain those sorts of questions are difficult for you, is because when I ask you the question, 

(Roshi hits book stand with fan) “When you heard that sound where were you?”  Even you folks, 

who are supposed to be Zen students, find it very difficult to answer.  But children are pure.  I 

am not just talking about my own experience, all children are pure, and they are able to 

immediately answer difficult questions like that.   

The teacher then moved on in her teaching, and she would do an about face, and then, 
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with her back to us, ask us, “Where am I now?”  Then she would do another about face, and 

facing us again, ask, “Where am I now?”  Then she would run, and then ask us, “Where was I 

when I was running?” 

School was really fun for me. 

When you are running where is God?  You folks, supposedly studying Zen, you 

intellectuals, cannot seem to answer that question.  It seems very clear that as you were 

developing your intellectual way of knowing you have grown mold all over your brain.  Nothing 

you have learned is of any real use to you.   

If you are tied up by the past or the future, and you attempt to contemplate this koan in 

zazen, you never will be able to catch up with this koan.   

If when you stand up in the present moment, you attach to the present moment, then past 

and future appear as objects to you.  Roshis in the Tathagata Zen lineage always teach this, but 

you have to take it to heart, and contemplate it when you are studying this koan. 

What kind of a world was this world before past, present and future appeared?  That was 

before you were born, too!  Before you were born there was neither past, present nor future.  

That world of neither past, present nor future, that world in which past, present and future have 

totally become one, according to Tathagata Zen is the one and only world, the One World, the 

world that has gone beyond all comparisons.  But now we have to ask, “Who is it who can say 

that?” 

As you should know Buddhism always teaches that it is only the born self, the self who is 

born, and stands up in the present moment, and grows as that present moment, who can come to 

talk about past, present and future.  People are born, and they grow, and they come to develop 

the function of consciousness, and then they can speak, and they say all sorts of things.  But 

Tathagata Zen reminds us that even those people who can say all sorts of things came from a 

world that had no past, present and future.  They, too, were in that world.  In the world prior to 

your birth there was neither past, present nor future.  Buddhism describes this condition as a 
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condition in which past, present and future have all melted themselves.  In other words they 

have all become something like gas.  And as I have told you so many times, in Tathagata Zen we 

call that condition the condition of the origin.   

Before when I asked, “Who is it who can say that the condition of the origin is a condition 

in which past, present and future are one, in which past, present and future have completely 

melted into each other?” I said that it is only a self, who has grown, and can do the activity of 

consciousness. And in Buddhism we say, that it is truly only an enlightened self, only a Buddha 

who can talk about this.   

If you are not a Buddhist, if you believe in another religion, then you do not have to get 

tied up by Buddhist terminology such as ‘Buddha,’ or ‘An enlightened one.’  You can simply 

think that the True God is one that manifests the wisdom that knows the condition of the origin.   

An enlightened one, someone who has manifested the wisdom that knows the nature of 

the self and of this Great Cosmos, knows that the condition of the origin is not statically dead.  

The condition of the origin is an activity.  The Enlightened One named that activity the activity of 

‘not one, not two.’  The condition of the origin, the state where past, present and future have all 

vanished, is a constant activity.  The moment you think it is one, it is two.  The moment you 

think it is two, it is one.  The moment you think that the two activities are distinct and facing 

each other, they are one again, and the moment you think they are completely unified in a state 

of no opposition, then they are facing each other and distinct again. 

Those two activities who manifest this state are named in Tathagata Zen tatha-gata and 

tatha-agata.  Or to make it easier to understand enlightened ones have simply said that this 

condition of the origin is an activity in which two functions we can simply call plus and minus are 

unifying and becoming distinct over and over again.  

Why did Buddha teach that?  When you can manifest the wisdom that clearly knows that 

the activity that brought you into being, that gave you your being, is comprised of two opposing 

activities, unifying and becoming distinct, alternately, over and over again, then you are a Buddha.  
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The Buddha also taught, however, that it is only the present moment self, you, who are a 

person of the present moment, who can teach about that, or talk about it.  The past cannot say 

it, and the future also cannot talk about it.   

The condition of the origin acts, and we can call that activity of the origin the activity of 

The Tathagata: the activity of tatha-gata and tatha-agata acting together.  And as The Tathagata 

continues to act, undoubtedly, just in the same way as the season of spring comes, and flowers 

bloom, the season within the condition of the origin will arrive when The Tathagata gives birth to 

the child of The Tathagata. 

This is what I told you about yesterday and the day before. 

At the season of birth tatha-gata and tatha-agata separate from each other, and when 

they separate, in the space between them, receiving from both of them, is the present moment.  

Buddhism says that, simultaneously, when the present moment is manifest, past and future also 

are manifest.   

I noticed some people whose faces I have not seen before today, and so I knew that I had 

to speak again about the condition of the origin today, because it would be impossible to 

understand this koan itself, it is impossible to understand, in fact, any Zen talk, without first 

understanding the origin.  Zazen practice is something that must be done for ten, or fifteen 

years, seriously, before understanding can come.  It is not something that you can just get 

instantaneously in a week, or ten days.  If you just hear from somewhere, “There is a Zen teisho 

being given,” and just come to check it out, you are never going to be able to just pop in, and 

understand it.  But I see everybody, in the same way, as my friend, and so when people come, I 

have to repeat myself over and over again.  But for the old students, every time newcomers 

arrive, and the Roshi must repeat the fundamental principle over and over again, they are 

probably thinking, “Oh no!  Not again!”  and so it is sort of a disturbance, because I cannot 

move forward in the teaching.  If you are very passionate about really seeing into the nature of 

what it means to be alive as a human being, then I welcome you, and you will come to understand 
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these teishos.  But if you are just mildly curious, and try coming two or three times, it might be 

better for you not to come at all, and instead go to some other church.   

I said it before, and I meant it when I said that the leaders of this world should study Zen.  

It is not necessary for just anybody, with still very shallow ways of wisdom, to try to study Zen.  

But the fact is, this is probably the dirtiest zendo in America, so I how can I expect the leaders of 

the world to come here and study Zen?  It is you folks that have come here to study, and so, in 

truth, you have become the most adorable of anyone to me.  This is why I do not even ask you to 

give any money.  I just say, “Come and listen, and try your best.”  If a great general, or the 

president did happen to come, I would tell them, “You are not allowed to listen to one hour of 

teisho until you have donated a thousand dollars.”  But they are never going to come, so I don’t 

have to ever say that.   

I think, somewhere in this teisho I was talking about Gutei’s Finger, but, in truth, I again 

have failed to be able to directly talk about Gutei’s Finger.  Tomorrow, therefore, I plan to first 

talk just a little bit more about the principle of how we are born, because after I do that then I can 

really enter into this koan of Gutei’s Finger.   

 

 

the end 


